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ABSTRACT 
 
Design teams have developed manual approaches to estimating power and designing power 
networks for their SoCs.  Typically, the team combines library vendor and fab vendor design 
guidelines with engineering estimation and floorplanning to produce robust strap-based and 
mesh-based power networks. 
 
As design libraries move to smaller geometries, the effects of supply variation on gate delay and 
SoC performance become more pronounced and can no longer be margined from estimations.  A 
more automated and repeatable signal integrity analysis approach for Rail Analysis and EM 
analysis sign-off is required.   
 
This paper describes a hierarchical rail analysis flow for multimillion gate SoCs.  The flow was 
successfully used to verify the power integrity of five complex HDTV SoCs.  It works directly 
with a static timing analysis environment to determine performance effects due to voltage drop 
induced gate delay.  Challenges and issues encountered in integrating the flow with an existing 
SoC design methodology along with practical solutions are presented. 
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1.0 Objective 
 
Designers have taped out designs having feature sizes as low as 0.18 µm without signal integrity 
closure.  Detailed signal integrity analysis was not required for these designs, but some risk was 
likely incurred and some performance sacrificed.  However, on designs having feature sizes of 
0.13 µm and below, skipping signal integrity analysis is no longer an option.   
 
In addition to signal integrity problems, designers are faced with new challenges of power 
integrity, electromigration, hot carrier injection, negative biased temperature instability (NBTI) 
and copper process variation. Designers must assess, analyze and deal with these problems before 
signing off on a tape out [1].  A hierarchical flow which addresses these power integrity issues is 
the focus of this paper. 
 
Due to the resistance of the power network (or “grid”), there is a voltage drop across the network, 
commonly referred to as the IR Drop.  Power supply voltage drops in speed-critical circuit areas 
can limit device performance because switching speeds and noise margins are reduced.  In some 
cases, these voltage drops can cause a device to have functional failures [2].  For a 0.18 µm 
process, it has been estimated that a 10% power supply voltage drop could reduce circuit 
performance from between 7% and 9% [3].  For 0.13 µm processes and beyond, the situation gets 
worse; this same 10% supply voltage drop could reduce circuit performance by as much as 15%.  
Correspondingly, accurate IR Drop analysis is now required to ensure timing closure for today’s 
VDSM SoCs. 
 
We implemented and deployed a scripted, user-configurable, repeatable, and extensible flow 
using the AstroRailTM static rail analysis tool to analyze IR drop and electromigration (EM) on 
large SoCs.  Our main objective was to keep the implementation of this flow simple to maintain 
ease of use across multiple designs and processes. The flow was tested, proven, and refined 
during the design of five large HDTV SoCs at Thomson, Inc. 
 
A push-button signoff flow using a rail analysis tool is the ideal solution for this problem.  
However, due to complexities of today’s designs and the increasing capabilities of the EDA tools, 
we found a true push-button flow to be unrealistic.  Our solution falls somewhere between a 
reference flow and a push-button flow. 
 
2.0 Rail Analysis Flow Overview 
 
2.1 Features 
 
To make the implementation robust, we chose the following key features for the rail sign-off flow 
that uses AstroRailTM.  First, it is fully scripted using scheme lambdas (procedures).  This has the 
added benefit of making the flow extensible; all that is required of the user is a basic working 
knowledge of the scheme language.  Since it requires only IEEE standard DEF and LEF for 
physical design and library input, the flow is standalone for rail signoff, making it compatible 
with many third-party place-and-route tools.  User configuration is simple: only a few input files, 
described in Section 2.2, are required.  To allow fast analysis spins late in the design cycle, the 
flow setup is split into two parts: reference library preparation and design library preparation.  To 
further improve usability, hierarchical soft-macros and their associated constraints are processed 
automatically.  Capacity is improved by automatically processing hard macros such as RAMs and 
ROMs as white-box models (physical abstractions of the power/ground network) [4]. 
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2.2 Flow Summary 
 
The hierarchical SoC rail analysis flow is sequential, as shown in Figure 1.  The scripts build the 
reference library for standard cells, analog macro cells, and hard-macro cells (primarily 
memories), prepare the design data (DEF in for each soft macro, including the top level, from a 
place-and-route tool, convert to Milkyway database format), extract signal parasitics and P/G net 
resistances, run a complete VDD-drop and VSS-rise analysis (optionally viewing Voltage 
Drop/Rise Maps), create electromigration violation reports and plots, and report key design data 
such as per-instance power consumption and per-instance supply voltage data.  One output file 
that describes per-instance rail data can be read into Primetime-SITM directly in order to measure 
the voltage drop effect on circuit performance (cell delay). 

 
Figure 1 – Hierarchical SoC Flow using AstroRailTM 

As the SoC design cycle comes to a close, incremental design changes normally occur.  Our flow 
supports these typical design activities by splitting the data preparation process into two steps as 
shown in Figure 2.  The idea is that for any given SoC project, the user can create all reference 
libraries only once.  Then, fast iterations on the design library creation and subsequent analysis 
can be done each time design changes are made. 
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Figure 2 – Preparing library and design data for AstroRailTM 

Output files from the data preparation step also include an updated Milkyway technology file, 
complete with TLU cap models and capacitance tables.  This file, created in the reference library 
preparation flow (left side of Figure 2), is used later in the design library preparation step (right 
side of Figure 2). 
 
2.3 Flow Control 

 
Flow setup and control is simple, requiring only a total of five input files: three for the reference 
library preparation step and two for the design library preparation and analysis steps.   
 
For use in reference library preparation, the .tf file is normally provided by the library vendor but 
may require some user modification (see Section 5.1 for more details).  The second input file 
(default name userFlowVars.scm), contains flow configuration information such as the design 
library name, the technology file name, and the method for creating the TLU capacitance 
parameters.  The third input file (default name cell.list) is organized as a hash and contains a 
list of the cells, libraries, and hard-macros with a corresponding descriptor (hash key) for each 
format.  An example for each of these files is shown in the Appendix in Sections 10.1 and 10.2. 
 
For use in design library preparation and subsequent IR and EM analysis, there are also 
userFlowVars.scm and cell.list files, but they are slightly different from the files just 
described.  The userFlowVars.scm file for design library preparation and analysis contains 
information such as the name of the top level design, where the reference library files are located, 
and the operating conditions for the respective analyses.  The cell.list file here contains only 
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a keyed list of soft macros and analog macros.  Example files are shown in the Appendix in 
Sections 10.3 and 10.4. 
 
The standard cell library preparation flow uses a single script named libPrep.cmd.  The design 
library preparation flow uses the dataPrep.cmd script.  The remainder of the flow is run using 
the following aptly-named scripts: analyzePower.cmd, extractPG.cmd, and irDrop.cmd.  
All scripts require the use of a global functions file named utils.scm.  All default settings, with 
the exception of userFlowVars.scm (set using a UNIX environment variable prior to invoking 
the flow), can be changed in the userFlowVars.scm file.  To avoid file naming and parameter 
collisions, it is best to organize the UNIX work spaces into separate “reference library” and 
“design library” directories. 
 
2.4 Data Preparation 

 
To start the Milkyway data preparation process, the user must first locate all the synthesis library 
files (.lib, or Liberty format, provided by the library vendor), physical library files (LEF), and 
physical design files (DEF).  Suggested directory structures can be found in Sections 10.5 and 
10.6.  For a hierarchical design, a DEF for the top level design and a DEF for each soft-macro 
instantiated in the top level design are required.  The third-party tool we used for our physical 
design could quickly export these files. 
 
Some library vendors provide Liberty files for only two corners: min and max corners.  It is best, 
however, to have all three corners (min, nom, and max) available to enable more PVT 
combinations to be analyzed.  We chose the following basic naming convention for the Liberty 
files to make it easy for the automated flow to run on any library: 
 

Condition  Naming Convention    
Min  <cell_name>_fast_syn.lib 
Max  <cell_name>_slow_syn.lib 
Nom   <cell_name>_typical_syn.lib 

 
We created a local ./LIB directory and soft-linked the Liberty source files there.  This improves 
the standalone nature of the flow. 
 
For the physical library and design information, we used local ./LEF and ./DEF directories in our 
UNIX workspace.  If white-box models for the RAMs and ROMs were to be created, we located 
the corresponding .gdsii files (also provided by the library vendor).  Again, we created soft-links 
to the source in a local ./GDS directory. 
 
Once the .lib and .lef files have been identified, the reference library is created using the 
libPrep.cmd script.  A detailed flow chart is shown in the Appendix in Section 10.7.  The 
reference library preparation process can be done prior to the design’s DEF files being available, 
as it is separate from the design library preparation process.  Only a few variables in the 
userFlowVars.scm file are required to be set prior to preparing the reference library, e.g.    
 

define libraryName "cellRefLib" 
define techFile "ts13ugfsdus_m06.tf" 
define cellListFile "cell.list" 
define useNXTGRD "false" 
define runCreateWBModels “false” 
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Once the design’s DEF files are available, the design library is created by setting the following 
variables and then running the dataPrep.cmd script:  
 

define libraryName "design" 
define moduleName "toplevel"  
define techFile "./reflib/cellRefLib.tf" 
define refLibs (list 
  "./reflib/cellRefLib" 
) 
define cellListFile "cell.list" 
define railDir "./railinput" 
define scriptsDir "./Scripts" 
define reportDir "./Reports" 

 
A detailed flow chart is shown in the Appendix in Section 10.8.  If this is the first time through 
the flow, both the libPrep.cmd and dataPrep.cmd scripts should be run before moving to the 
next step, power analysis. 
 
2.5 Average Power Analysis 
 
Prior to running the power analysis step using the analyzePower.cmd script, several variables 
in the userFlowVars.scm file must be set [5].  First, select the operating voltage and 
temperature using the following variables: 
  

define analysisVoltage 1.32 
define generalPowerLibOpCond “max” 
define maxTemp 125 
define nomTemp 25 
define minTemp -40 
define timingSetupOperatingConditions “max”  

 
This combination selects the recommended “IR Analysis” condition, where Vdd is at a 
maximum, the worst-case (max) synthesis library is selected, and worst-case (c_worst or max_c) 
signal net parasitics are used.  If multiple power nets or ground nets are present in the design, 
define the net names and a list of name-voltage pairs, and select whether the flow should read in 
an external file containing hard-macro power information: 
 

define netNamePWR "VDD" 
define netNameGND "VSS" 
define powerNetVoltage (list 
  (list netNamePWR analysisVoltage) 
  (list "VDD_charge_pump" analysisVoltage) 
) 
define useInstPowerFile "true"  
define instancePowerFile (string "inst_power." moduleName ".scm") 

 
Second, select the signal net extraction mode by setting the extractionMode variable:  
 

define extractionMode “virtualrc” 
 
Next, assuming the “by clock” toggle method is desired (see Section 10.9), define the clock 
constraints in SDC format.  Multiple files are required: one for the top level design and one for 
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each soft-macro.  This step is optional and enabled when the netSwitchingType variable is set 
to “by_clock”.  The file contains standard SDC create_clock commands and the file naming 
convention is clocks.<soft-macro_name>.sdc.   
 
After selecting the clock mode, set the name of the file containing the clock domain-based 
switching activity: 
 

define netSwitchingFile “netSwitching.mydesign.scm” 
 
As described earlier for “by clock” switching mode, the netSwitchingFile is read in by the 
poLoadNetSwitchingInfo command and has the following format: 
 

defineNetSwitchingActivityByClock (geGetEditCell) "tclk" ".*" 0.50 
 
This command sets all signal nets in the “tclk domain” to toggle once every other clock. 
 
A simpler alternative to using “by clock” mode is “generic” switching mode.  This mode invokes 
AstroRail’s poConvertTDF command to define a 100 MHz clock at the top-level and then 
automatically propagates it through the design hierarchy.  Then, simple switching activity 
statements can be used in the netSwitchingFile, e.g. 
 

defineNetSwitchingActivity (geGetEditCell) ".*" 0.04 
 
This command sets all signal nets in the entire design to toggle at a 20% toggle rate [6], as 
computed using the following equation (a toggle consists of two edges per 10 ns clock period): 
 

TR = 0.20 * 2 / 10.0 ns = 0.04 
 
Optionally prepare instance-based power information for hard-macros.  Although this step is 
optional (AstroRail power analysis will estimate power consumption for a hard-macro based on 
the toggle rates of its input ports), we found it best to consult the hard-macro data sheets provided 
by the library vendor and then put this information in an “instance power file” (defined by the 
instancePowerFile variable and enabled by setting useInstPowerFile to “true” in the 
userFlowVars.scm file) that is read in at the last stage of the power analysis. 
 
Lastly, run the power analysis using the analyzePower.cmd script.  A detailed example is 
provided in Section 3.0. 
 
2.6 P/G Net Extraction 
 
Prior to extracting the resistance matrix for the power/ground network using the 
extractPG.cmd script, several variables in the userFlowVars.scm file must be set.  First, 
select the parasitics condition: 
 

define timingSetupOperatingConditions “max”  
 
You can do this at the very beginning of the flow, even prior to running the data preparation 
steps; what is outlined here suggests a minimum required to run the extraction step. 
 
Next, set the top-level Power and Ground net names: 
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define netNamePWR "VDD" 
define netNameGND "VSS" 

 
Then run P/G net resistance extraction using the extractPG.cmd script.  A detailed flow chart 
can be found in the Appendix in Section 10.10. 
 
2.7 IR Analysis 
 
The IR analysis and EM analysis steps are the heart of the rail analysis flow.  To invoke this stage 
of the flow, first select the digital power and ground pads from the vendor’s pad cell library: 
 

define railPadFile "powerPads.tdf" 
define powerPadList (list 
  "PVDDC" 
  "PVDDR" 
  "PVSSC" 
  "PVSSR" 
) 
define runIRDropAnalysis "true 
define runEMAnalysis "false" 

 
Then run the IR analysis using irDrop.cmd.   A detailed flow chart can be found in the 
Appendix in Section 10.11.  Since the other variables required by the IR drop step have already 
been set in previous steps, no additional variable settings are required.  Two example VDD IR 
drop plots for the C and E SoCs are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 below.  The digital core 
supply pads are automatically highlighted by the irDrop.cmd script: red for VDD and blue for 
VSS. 
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Figure 3 – Example IR Drop Plot, Design C 
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Figure 4 – Example IR Drop Plot, Design E 

 
2.8 EM Analysis 
 
Setting up the EM analysis step is similar to setting up IR drop analysis.  First, select the digital 
power and ground pads and then optionally set the current density thresholds as outlined in 
Section 4.1.  Then set the irDrop.cmd script to run in “EM mode” by setting the 
runEMAnalysis variable to "false".  Repeat Step 2.5 (average power analysis) in “EM 
mode”.  Then repeat Step 2.6 (P/G extraction) in “EM mode”.  Lastly, run the EM analysis using 
irDrop.cmd in “EM mode”.  
 
2.9 Using Instance-based IR drop data with PrimeTime-SITM 
 
Our flow automatically outputs a file containing instance-based voltage data from the IR analysis 
that can be read into PrimeTime-SITM to determine the delay effects on critical timing paths.  
Although not the focus of this paper, some detail is appropriate here.  The file consists of a series 
of set_rail_voltage commands and supports both single-supply and multiple-supply libraries 
used by PT-SI.  One important thing to note here is that the library vendor must support this type 
of analysis using either k-factors for an NLDM library or voltage-drop-aware SPDM libraries [7], 
[8], [9]. 
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3.0 IR Drop and EM Analysis Flow Example and Metrics 
 
A good practice using the scripted flow is to create two userFlowVars files, one for IR drop 
analysis and the other for EM analysis.  We found that running the IR drop analysis at worst case 
timing conditions (worst parasitics, slow synthesis library, high temperature, lowest Vdd) and 
running the EM analysis at a hybrid condition (worst parasitics, fast synthesis library, high 
temperature, highest Vdd) provided the best scenarios to analyze our designs.   
 
Following is an example run sequence using the scripted flow along with a summary of 
performance and capacity results for the SoCs completed at Thomson in the past year. 
 
3.1 Example Run Sequence 
 
First setup the directories and files as outlined in Section 2.4.  Then, create the reference and 
design libraries as described in Steps 1 and 2 below.  Then run through the power analysis, 
extraction, and analysis twice using the different userFlowVars files, as the Steps 3 through 8 
below illustrate. 
 
Step 1: Setup and run reference library data prep 
 
Set the ASTRORAIL_VAR_FILE environment variable to point to the userFlowVars file used in 
reference library preparation: 

 
unix% setenv ASTRORAIL_VAR_FILE userFlowVars.scm 
 

In the ./libCreate directory, run the reference library preparation script:   
 
unix% AstroRail –load Scripts/libPrep.cmd –logd LOG/libPrep –iconic 

 
Step 2: Setup and run design library data prep 
 
Set the ASTRORAIL_VAR_FILE environment variable to point to the userFlowVars file for your 
IR drop and EM analysis: 

 
unix% setenv ASTRORAIL_VAR_FILE userFlowVars.scm 
 

In the ./AstroRail_v2 directory, run the design library preparation script:   
 
unix% AstroRail –load Scripts/dataPrep.cmd –logd LOG/dataPrep –iconic 

 
Step 3: Run Power Analysis for IR drop analysis 
 
Set the ASTRORAIL_VAR_FILE environment variable to point to the userFlowVars file for 
“worst case” parasitics extraction and IR drop analysis: 

 
unix% setenv ASTRORAIL_VAR_FILE userFlowVars.IRdrop.scm 

 
Run the power analysis script: 

 
unix% AstroRail –load Scripts/analyzePower.cmd \ 

–logd LOG/analyzePower.IRdrop –iconic 
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Step 4: Run extraction for IR drop analysis 
 

unix% AstroRail –load Scripts/extractPG.cmd \ 
–logd LOG/extractPG.IRdrop –iconic 

 
Step 5: Run IR drop analysis 
 

unix% AstroRail –load Scripts/irDrop.cmd –logd LOG/irDrop -iconic 
 
Step 6: Run Power Analysis for EM analysis 
 
Set the ASTRORAIL_VAR_FILE environment variable to point to the userFlowVars file for 
“best case” parasitics extraction and EM analysis: 
 

unix% setenv ASTRORAIL_VAR_FILE userFlowVars.EM.scm 
 
Run the power analysis script: 
 

unix% AstroRail –load Scripts/analyzePower.cmd \ 
–logd LOG/analyzePower.EM –iconic 

 
Step 7: Run extraction for EM analysis 
 

unix% AstroRail –load Scripts/extractPG.cmd –logd LOG/extractPG.EM \ 
–iconic 

 
Step 8: Run EM analysis 
 

unix% AstroRail –load Scripts/irDrop.cmd –logd LOG/irDrop.EM –iconic 
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3.2 Flow Metrics 
 
During the past year, Thomson  PG’ed five complex HDTV SoCs and verified their P/G 
networks, IR drop, and EM characteristics using the flow described here.  The following table 
summarizes the flow metrics.  All results were produced using AstroRail ver. 2004.06 running on 
a 2.1 GHz Dual-CPU AMD.64/Opteron server which had 16 GB of RAM. 
 
Metric/SoC V C E S T 
Instances 1.13 M 1.06 M 1.74 M 216.5 K 376.8 K 
Hierarchical Y N Y N N 
Macros 16 99 99 45 28 
IO Pads 86 88 276 44 65 
P/G Pads 57 78 78 93 33 
Elapsed Time 
(min:sec) 

     

Ref Lib Prep 08:39 24:07 13:39 05:13 00:00* 
Design Lib Prep 04:53 13:10 30:10 03:36 18:53 
Power Analysis 07:23 24:55 31:26 02:02 05:18 
P/G Extraction 07:48 14:34 13:30 00:52 06:05 
IR Drop 09:46 21:30 22:00 01:49 15:39 
Max Memory 
(MB) 

     

Ref Lib Prep 922.26 991.62 955.34 819.88 0* 
Design Lib Prep 211.62 288.49 1191.93 170.21 997.74 
Power Analysis 4536.06 7610.36 3461.80 1116.22 2140.09 
P/G Extraction 2035.19 4396.25 1421.52 554.70 844.11 
IR Drop 1561.87 2935.01 2133.08 458.02 2366.28 

Table 1 – Summary of Rail Analysis Flow metrics 

* Reference library and design library steps combined into a single run, totaled under “Design Lib 
Prep”. 
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4.0 Lessons Learned 
 
4.1 Screen vendor-supplied .tf file and library LEF first  
 
The technology file (.tf) used for Milkyway libraries and the .lef used to create the standard cell 
Milkyway libraries vary in content from vendor to vendor; we found there to be no common 
delivery format.  Because of this, we offer some suggestions for checking a few items prior to 
starting the flow that can save the user from having to debug problems later. 
 
First, check the minimum via enclosure and spacing rules defined in the .tf file, which in many 
cases need to be modified so that via arrays contained in the design DEF are properly (and 
completely) mapped and smashed to Milkyway contact arrays [9],[11].  If some vias in the DEF 
remain unmapped, the design will have opens in the P/G network.  This symptom surfaces late in 
the flow (at the IR analysis stage) and AstroRail gives the error “ERROR: All matrix nodes are 
floating <num>”.  To solve this problem, we wrote a perl script called fix_tf_vias.pl that 
uses the minimum grid parameters found in the .tf file to define the proper minimum enclosure 
rules, thus eliminating the bogus opens. 
 
After verifying the enclosure and spacing rules, check the pad cell information in the .lef files to 
make sure the power and ground pad pins have “USE” statements.  Some vendors omit these 
statements in the .lef, but they are required by the Milkyway database to define the pad cells as 
power or ground pads for AstroRail.  This subtle data preparation error shows up late in the flow 
(at the IR analysis stage) and AstroRail gives the error “ERROR: no pad info”, indicating that it 
cannot find power or ground pins on these pad cells.  Specifically, verify that each power pad has 
a “USE POWER ;” attribute defined in each power PIN section, and that each ground pad has a 
“USE GROUND ;” attribute defined in the PIN section. 
 
Next, check the .tf file for information related to electromigration analysis (EM).  The maximum 
current density values for metals and vias, used during EM analysis, can be found by searching 
for the keyword maxCurrDensity.  If it is not found, set the maxCurrDensityOverride 
variable in the userFlowVars.scm file to “true” and set the correct values for the current 
density on each of the metal and via layers, e.g. 

 
define mcd_metal2 “19.300” 
define mcd_via23  “551247” 
 

These EM parameters can normally be obtained from the library vendor’s cell library 
documentation or user’s guide if you do not find them in the .tf file [12]. 
 
Lastly, some vendors include tech information such as metal resistance and via resistance in the 
standard cell .lef.  This causes problems because this tech information does not always match the 
presumed “golden” values contained in the .tf file [12].  For example, the LEF resistance 
construct allows for only one value.  But separate min, nom, and max values can be specified in a 
.tf file.  Hence, a discrepancy occurs and the resulting analysis is inaccurate.  As we ran the initial 
release of the flow, we found the tech information from the .lef was overwriting the tech 
information which had just been read in from the .tf used to create the reference library.  We 
solved this by changing the flow to automatically replace the tech file with the properly-modified 
one just after the vendor’s library .lef had been read. 
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4.2 Setting analysis operating conditions (PVT) can be confusing 
 
In AstroRail native mode, setting various PVT combinations can be confusing to a new user, as it 
requires several commands and forms.  For example, the operating conditions must be set up for 
the timer as well as for power analysis.  The temperature and operating conditions for the timer 
are set via the Parasitics tab underneath the atTimingSetup form.  These operating 
conditions are used to calculate the parasitics during signal net capacitance extraction and prior to 
the power analysis step.  The analysis voltage is set with the tdfSetPowerSupply command.  
AstroRail will use this voltage for power calculations and for EM/IR analysis.  Standard cell and 
macro power computations are dependent on the operating conditions in the library.  The library 
conditions are set in AstroRail’s poPowerAnalysis form. 
 
To make it easy for the user to specify PVT corners, the invocation of these disparate forms and 
commands was scripted into the flow.  The user simply sets the following variables in the 
userFlowVars.scm file to automatically select a PVT combination: 
 

analysisVoltage 
generalPowerLibOpCond 
maxTemp 
nomTemp 
minTemp 
timingSetupOperatingConditions  

 
 

4.3 Develop some physical heuristics for the P/G mesh 
 
Building the P/G mesh with the tightest metal pitch on the layer right above the metal layer used 
for the standard cell power pin connections will help reduce IR drop.  The straps on lower metals 
normally supply a very small local area (under 100 standard cells) and thus do not need to be very 
wide, since they will not be carrying large currents.  As a rule of thumb in our designs which used 
a 0.13 µm process, we selected a pitch of between 50 and 100 µm and a width of ~0.5 µm.  Using 
small widths here still allows sufficient resources for signal routing.  Going up toward the top 
metal layer, the strap pitch can be gradually increased and the wires widened [13],[14].   
 
In general, we found that building the P/G mesh using the lower metals first, and then 
progressively reducing their densities as we moved to upper metals worked best.  In one instance, 
we learned that the top metal layer of our process was almost twice the height of the next lower 
metal layer.  Thus, the ρ of this top layer metal was roughly one-half that of the metal layer just 
below it.  Because of this, we could increase the P/G pitch of this top metal layer to as much as 
500 µm (roughly twice that of the next lower metal layer in the P/G mesh) and still maintain an 
acceptable IR drop while at the same time improving the resources for top layer signal routing. 
 
Process vendors such as TSMC have general layout rules for constructing the P/G mesh, but the 
rules depend on the accuracy of the initial power estimates at the floorplanning stage [15].  As the 
design cycle progresses and the design team knows more about the design’s power requirements, 
the P/G mesh is usually modified.  Thus, understanding the design in detail and developing some 
additional rules of thumb along the way, as described above, helps to “bridge the gap” between 
the initial P/G mesh “guess” and the best possible final P/G mesh result.   
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4.4 Understand metal resistance characteristics for your process 
 
Check the resistance of each layer used in the power grid.  The resistances for top metal layers are 
typically different from the resistances of the lower level metals.  Because of this difference, the 
voltage on the mesh may drop faster in one direction that in the other, producing a “squished” or 
“football” voltage gradient (American football, that is), as shown in Figure 5.  This is in 
comparison to the regular concentric IR drop plot shown in Figure 3.  This is not necessarily a 
problem, but it should be taken into consideration when designing the P/G mesh.  In summary, 
identical metal densities for all layers used in the P/G mesh do not always imply a uniform IR 
drop and EM result. 
 

 
Figure 5 – Irregular shape of the IR drop plot caused by metal layer resistance differences 

 
4.5 Check for EM violations near P/G pads and core power rings 
 
Large currents coming from the P/G pads into the core power rings can cause a large IR drop over 
a short distance [16].  Finding the cause of IR drop on the power rings can be difficult.  Rather 
than spending a lot of time trying to analyze the IR drop map, it is sometimes useful to look at 
several EM plots.  EM violations near the P/G pads and power rings are relatively easy to find 
and fix and have a large effect on the IR drop.  Fixing these violations first will clean up the IR 
drop analysis, making it easier to read and evaluate. 
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4.6 Use EM hot-spots and warm-spots to identify P/G weaknesses 
 
The EM analysis can also identify places where the P/G mesh is insufficient or if it is missing a 
connection.  Wires that are too thin or spaced too far apart will create a hot or warm spot.  Via 
arrays having too few vias will also create a hot or warm spot.  It is important to use the initial 
EM analyses to find general weaknesses in the power grid before focusing on detailed EM 
violations.  In fact, the user can lower the EM violation thresholds or even elevate the analysis 
voltage above Vdd-max to, in effect, stress the design to locate subtle grid weaknesses. 
 
4.7 Use EM plots to identify IR drop issues 
 
It may sound counter-intuitive, but EM plots and reports can be used to find IR problems such as 
unexpected connections from a METAL6 power ring to the METAL1 standard cell row straps. 

 
In an ideally-constructed power mesh, the core power rings are connected to the power pads, and 
power trunks are connected to the power ring in order to distribute the current to the standard 
cells and macros [17].  Connections from the power ring directly to standard cell pins or macro 
pins result in a large current draw from the power ring to these lower metal power straps.  In this 
case, the lower level metal is being used to distribute the current intended for the power ring and 
trunks, and EM violations and a larger than expected IR drop are the result. 
 
Trying to debug this from an IR drop map is difficult since the IR drop may also be affected by 
other factors.  The EM map shows this large current draw as a violation since the power straps on 
the lower level metals are too thin to carry the current intended for the core power ring and 
related power trunks. 
 
 
5.0 Problems Encountered and Their Solutions 
 
5.1 Vendor-supplied Milkyway technology file required pre-processing 

 
Our rail analysis flow requires DEF to create the Milkyway database.  In the DEF output from our 
physical design tool, we found that the via array enclosure rules were different from the single via 
enclosure rules defined in our original vendor-supplied .tf file.  Rather than iteratively reading in 
the DEF and looking at the vias which were not properly mapped and smashed to contact arrays, 
we wrote a perl script called fix_tf_vias.pl that modifies the via rules based on the minimum 
grid parameters found in the .tf file by defining the proper minimum enclosure rules.  There is a 
“zero enclosure” override switch for this script for the cases where no via enclosure space is 
required, such as that found in Faraday’s UMC 0.18 µm library. 
 
Some vendor libraries do not include the TLU capacitance models and capacitance tables 
necessary for AstroRail to use in signal net extraction (required for power analysis).  The TLU is 
more accurate than the single capacitance values required in all .tf files.  Our flow will update the 
Milkyway tech file with the correct TLU capacitance models and tables and the end of the library 
preparation step.  The user can select whether these models are generated using .nxtgrd files (used 
for STAR-RCXT extraction) or from the routing information already available in the tech file by 
simply setting the useNXTGRD variable in the userFlowVars.scm file. 
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5.2 Vendor-supplied library LEF was missing key pad attributes 
 

In many of the vendor-supplied library LEF files we used, we did not find POWER and GROUND 
attributes on the power pad cell pins.  Without these attributes, AstroRail does not recognize the 
pad cells as power or ground pads.  The causes an error during the IR analysis step:  “ERROR: 
no pad info”.  Prior to running the data preparation steps, check the I/O pad .lef files to verify 
that each power pad has a “USE POWER ;” attribute defined in each power PIN section, and that 
each ground pad has a “USE GROUND ;” attribute defined in each ground PIN section.  Note the 
all-important space between the keyword and the “;”, as outlined in Cadence’s LEF/DEF 5.3 and 
5.4 specifications. 
 
5.3 DEF from physical design tool was missing key power and ground attributes 

 
In a hierarchical flow, the physical design tool normally creates pins on the soft-macros so that 
the power mesh in the top level design has “logical” connections to the soft-macros.  In the DEF 
for each soft-macro, these pins need to have their direction set to INOUT and have their TYPE 
attribute set to POWER, similar to what was mentioned in Section 5.2 regarding LEF files.  The 
DEF emitted from our physical design tool did not contain these required attributes, so we wrote 
a perl script called fixdef.pl that annotates these attributes on the incoming DEF.  A 
companion script, check_def.pl, allows the user to first determine whether the required 
attributes are present in the soft-macro DEF files. 
 
5.4 Library LEF technology information overwrote .tf tech information 
 
Our scripted flow uses AstroRail’s built-in poLefDefSetup command to read in the library LEF 
information.  When the LEF is read in for the standard cells and macros, any tech information in 
the LEF will overwrite the tech information found in the Milkyway library tech file (.tf).  This is a 
problem in that the tech LEF information sometimes conflicts with the Milkyway tech 
information found .tf file.  LEF supports only one resistance value per metal or via.  However, the 
2.5D and 3D parasitic models required by today’s VDSM SoCs require min, nom and max 
resistance and capacitance values.   
 
To solve this problem, we tried removing all of the tech information from the LEF, but we 
determined that a minimal amount of “header” information was needed, as shown in the snippet 
below (example is from the Virage/TSMC 0.13 µm SAGE-X standard cell library .lef file):  
 

VERSION 5.4 ; 
NAMESCASESENSITIVE ON ; 
 
# Placement site definition for this library. 
SITE ts13_dus 
  SYMMETRY y ; 
  CLASS core ; 
  SIZE 0.41 BY 2.87 ; 
END ts13_dus 
 
# Note: tech information was here but was removed up to the first 
# “MACRO” statement below 
 
# Begin macros here 
MACRO SUN_ADDF_1 
  CLASS CORE ; 
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  FOREIGN SUN_ADDF_1 0 0 ; 
  ORIGIN 0 0 ; 
  SIZE 8.61 BY 2.87 ; 
…info removed… 
END SUN_ADDF_1 
 
…info removed… 
 
END LIBRARY 

 
This workaround proved cumbersome as we used the flow with various processes and designs, so 
we chose a different method: leave the tech information in the LEF and replace the Milkyway 
tech file after the completion of the poLefDefSetup step.  We scripted this more general-
purpose solution into the flow. 
 
5.5 White-box creation time was extremely long in a few cases 
 
For signoff analysis, white-box models are more accurate than black-box models.  To create the 
design’s white-box models, we scripted a function that reads in a standard GDSII file, creates an 
intermediate Milkyway .CONN view, and extracts the power and ground network.  The result is 
an abstraction of the original full GDSII which includes only a flat representation of the hard-
macro’s original P/G network.  The flow does this for all the models contained in the cell.list 
file that are designated with the hard_macro hash key. 
 
For large, complex macros having lots of metal slotting and fill track information, we found the 
run times to be very long.  As an interim solution, we found a much more efficient Hercules-
based command, poCreateConnViewByHerc, which could create the .CONN views required by 
the white-box models.  The drawback is that a Hercules license is required.  We have recently 
been told by Synopsys R&D that this command can be run if the user has access to STAR-RCXT 
licenses (a more common case), but this was not confirmed at Thomson.  A variable has been 
added to the flow to allow the user to create the white-box models using Hercules, assuming the 
correct licenses are available. 
 
5.6 White-box usage increased chip-level analysis run times for large SoCs 

 
The white-box models contain only the minimum necessary power and ground network 
information for the macros.  Even though the model is an abstraction from the original macro, it 
can significantly increase the amount of information processed by AstroRail during P/G 
resistance extraction, increasing the run time.  This is primarily dependent on whether the original 
macro had significant metal slotting or metal fill tracks tied to one or more of the supply rails. 
 
The good news is that we did not see a significant difference in results as we compared white-box 
model-based runs with black-box model-based runs.  Further, we suggest that any problem found 
inside the hard-macros would not be fixed by one of our designers but would instead be reported 
to the library vendor.  For these reasons, the preferred flow is to run with the hard-macros 
instantiated as black-boxes until the final signoff runs. 

 
5.7 Obtaining toggle rate information for power analysis was difficult 
 
A good power estimate is dependent on the accuracy of the signal net toggle rates.  Getting this 
signal activity information early in the design cycle can be difficult, as the most accurate 
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information is obtained from VCD or SAIF files created from gate-level simulations, which of 
course happen too late in the design cycle [18],[19].  However, any reasonable statistical toggle 
rate estimates [20] can be used in the flow to aid in developing and evaluating the power grid.  
We found it best to be slightly pessimistic at these stages so that power grid weaknesses would 
surface earlier in the design cycle. 

5.7.1 Initial back-of-the-envelope estimates were useful 
 
Back-of-the envelope power estimates can be used in the flow for early analysis.  Using either the 
“by clock” toggle method, which sets toggle rates for all logic on each clock to a user specified 
value, or the “generic” toggle method, which uses a default 100 MHz clock and sets the toggle 
rates for all pins to the same value, the flow can scale the estimated power to match a user 
specified power.  The scaling is done by setting variables in userFlowVars.scm file, as shown 
in this example: 
 

define useUserStdCell "true" 
define userStdCellPower 916.5 

5.7.2 Spreadsheet estimates were also useful 
 
Spreadsheet estimates are usually more accurate than the back-of-the envelope estimates in that 
they use information such as energy-per-transition and a mapped gate-level netlist to calculate the 
power.  Usually, the toggle rates are specified by the design team based on either the clock 
domains or the functional blocks.  The spreadsheet power estimates can be used in the same way 
as the back-of-the envelope estimates above, or the toggle rates can be input to AstroRail and 
propagated through the logic cones.  The AstroRail statistical propagation feature, implemented 
using PowerCompilerTM technology, looks at the logic in the logic cones to determine the toggle 
rates for each net.  This gives more realistic power estimates even if the toggle rate estimates are 
somewhat pessimistic.  Running the flow using the “by clock” toggling will invoke this method 
of power estimation. 
 
One problem with this flow is that the clock tree power is not accounted for in netlists where the 
clock tree has not been inserted.  We plan to address this in future releases of our flow. 

5.7.3 Gate-level simulations occurred too late 
 
The rail analysis flow supports using SAIF output from gate-level simulation to determine 
average net toggle rates.  This is done by setting the netSwitchingType variable in the 
userFlowVars file to “saif” and setting the saifFile variable to the name of the saif file. 
 
Gate-level simulations give the most accurate toggle information, but they typically happen very 
late in the design cycle.  Further, the toggle information is only valid for that simulation.  If the 
simulation is representative of the function of the chip, then writing out a SAIF file from the 
simulation and using it for the power analysis will give accurate and realistic results for static 
power analysis. 
 
But before using a SAIF file in the flow, it is critical to check its overall quality.  In one case, we 
found ourselves doing our initial power estimates using a poor-quality SAIF file in which less 
than 15% of the nets in the entire design had non-zero toggle rates.  To determine this, we used a 
perl script named saif_stat.pl [21] to parse the SAIF and write out a histogram for the toggle 
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percentages.  This script quickly identified this SAIF file to be problematic, as its net toggle rates 
were too low to be representative of the chip in its normal functional mode.  A new SAIF file was 
immediately selected as our “golden” activity file. 
 
5.8 LEF for a soft-macro created multiple .FRAM views 
 
If a LEF file for a soft-macro is seen by the native poLefDefSetup command, a corresponding 
.FRAM view will normally be created.  But poLefDefSetup was constructed to automatically 
create a .FRAM view for each DEF file it processes.  In this case, two .FRAM views will be 
created. 
 
This can be ignored if the LEF file was originally created directly from the original soft-macro’s 
physical information.  But many times the LEF is not current or does not match the physical 
information (and thus the resulting DEF) for a soft-macro.  In these cases, the .FRAM view will 
then not match the .CEL view created from the DEF, and a conflict will occur, as two different 
.FRAM views will be created.  To avoid this problem, the flow was set up to simply ignore any 
soft-macro LEF files found in the cell.list file. 
 
5.9 The top-level and each soft-macro required a corresponding SDC file 
 
The Astro timer works on a hierarchical design but requires that clock information be specified 
for each soft-macro instantiated in the design.  To propagate the toggle rates on nets using the “by 
clock” net switching method, the clocks have to be defined in the Milkyway database.  This is 
done by reading in an SDC file containing create_clock commands.  Since the Astro timer is 
hierarchical, the SDC needs to be read in and the timing setup needs to be applied for each soft-
macro.  We have scripted this entire process into the flow; all that is required is for the designer to 
have prepared an SDC file for each soft-macro.  One of the functions in utils.scm reads 
information from the cell.list file and applies clock constraints appropriately, saving the soft-
macros each time.  If there is no SDC for a block, the timing setup (parasitics corner, library 
corner, etc.) is still applied. 
 
5.10 Our single-supply designs required –rail_value format for PT-SI 
 
The libraries we used to build our designs were intended for single power supplies.    The 
instance-specific voltage drop file output by AstroRail’s native poQueryPowerInfo command 
is intended for use with multiple-supply libraries and uses the set_rail_voltage command’s 
–rail_list switch.  To solve this, we wrote a simple script to translate –rail_list format to 
–rail_value format to permit the use of these single-supply libraries with PrimeTime-SI for 
delay effect analysis. After we verified the workaround, we worked with Synopsys R&D to 
enhance the poQueryPowerInfo command to output the information in both formats, based on 
user requirements. 
 
6.0 Summary and Recommendations 
 
We have described a hierarchical rail analysis flow which was successfully implemented and 
deployed to verify the power integrity of five complex HDTV SoCs at Thomson, Inc.  We 
documented problems encountered in integrating the analysis flow with an existing SoC design 
methodology along with practical solutions such as basic rules of thumb and simple perl scripts.  
In closing, we present some general recommendations for using this rail analysis flow with new 
designs and libraries. 
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6.1 Use the flow early for simple what-if analysis 
 
After the design has been detail routed, changes to the power grid become much more difficult, 
and in some cases may require a full reroute. The advantage of running this analysis on an early 
netlist is that the user can create a power mesh and test it out early in the design cycle.  
 
Our flow is easy to set up and run in a “what if” mode on an initial netlist and floorplan.  Toggle 
rates can be estimated on a functional block basis, on a clock domain basis, or using a mixture of 
the two.  If this data is not available, the “generic” net switching method can be used and power 
can be scaled to match initial back-of-the-envelope or spreadsheet estimates.  One issue to note is 
that the user should adjust the power to account for the power of the clock tree if it is not present 
in the netlist. 
 
6.2 Run initial power analyses in “virtualrc” mode 
 
One of the strengths of the AstroRail tool is that it can analyze a design which has no detailed 
routing information.  The power analysis proceeds using initial routing estimates.  Using the 
“virtual rc” mode for extraction, AstroRail completes a quick virtual route prior to running the 
power analysis.  Our results showed that running in “virtual rc” mode produced power estimates 
and IR drop results within 2% to 5% of that obtained by running an equivalent detail-routed 
design.  In summary, “virtual_rc” mode is accurate enough to make early decisions on the power 
grid while at the same time reducing the overall run time. 
 
6.3 Use white-box models for final signoff 
 
Using white-box models can increase the run time and memory image requirements for extraction 
dramatically, but does not greatly improve the overall accuracy of the analysis.  For faster initial 
iterations, using black-boxes for all of the hard-macros is sufficiently accurate to identify and fix 
major problems in the power grid.  The final signoff runs should use white-box models, and the 
design time should take the increased run time and memory requirements into account.  
 
6.4 Run IR Drop analysis using the “worst case” condition 
 
One of the main effects of IR drop is that it changes the timing through cells in the design.  Delay 
through cells in areas with larger IR drop will increase by more than the delays through cells in 
areas with smaller IR drop.  Since the delay will be increasing, we ran the IR drop analysis at the 
worst case timing corner (worst process, high temperature, low voltage), where the extra delay 
would have the largest impact to timing. 
 
6.5 Run EM analysis using the “worst case with high voltage” condition 
 
The EM analysis checks the current density in the design against the maximum current density 
limits found in the tech file.  For best process and low temperature, the maximum current density 
limits may be higher than what would normally cause EM violations.  For the worst process and 
high temperature case, the maximum allowable current density is lower and EM violations 
appear.   To be conservative, the designer should use a hybrid combination of worst process, high 
temperature, and maximum supply voltage.  This will provide the worst case scenario for EM 
analysis. 
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7.0 Future Work 
 
This flow was improved and refined as we used it to tape out the first two SoCs.  As we used it on 
subsequent designs, we found areas for further improvement.  Our plan is to implement the 
following enhancements during the course of CY2005: 
 

• Automatically measure VDD/VSS pad currents (presently a manual process) 
• Update library prep to use read_lef and LM views, replacing legacy CLF-based flow 
• Improve top-level design DEF checking (perhaps using a linter) 
• Improve fix_tf_vias.pl to modify minSpacing rules 
• Improve interface with PTSI (E-STAR #9000031100 filed) 
• Add file-existence checking, link checking, and general flow control “smarts” 
• Develop a toggle rate propagation flow to support more input formats 

o RTL-based SAIF 
o Use PowerCompilerTM under-the-hood 

• Convert scheme-based flow to industry-standard TCL 
• Enhance for 90nm designs (tested only on 130 nm and 180 nm designs) 
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10.0 Appendix 
 
10.1 Example userFlowVars.scm file - reference library preparation 
 
;########################################################################### 
;# inputs 
;########################################################################### 
;# define libraryName as the name of the standard cell and macro  
;# library that is to be created. 
define libraryName "cellRefLib" 
;# techFile is defined as the name of the vendor tech file.  The 
;# quotation marks are needed. 
define techFile "ts13ugfsdus_m06.tf" 
;# cellListFile is defined as the name of the file with the cell  
;# names and descriptors as described above 
define cellListFile "cell.list" 
;# useNXTGRD is used to select whether the flow uses .nxtgrd files   
;# from StarRc (from the ITF->NXTGRD flow) or just the default cap  
; values from the Milkyway tech (.tf) file to build the internal TLU  
; cap tables.  If set to "false", the maxNXTGRDFileName,  
; minNXTGRDFileName, and nomNXTGRDFileName variables can be set to "". 
define useNXTGRD "false" 
;# maxNXTGRDFileName is defined as the path and name of the StarRc  
;# .nxtgrd file used for the worst case timing corner 
define maxNXTGRDFileName "t013s6ml_fsg_c_worst.nxtgrd" 
;# minNXTGRDFileName is defined as the path and name of the StarRc  
;# .nxtgrd file used for the best case timing corner 
define minNXTGRDFileName "t013s6ml_fsg_c_best.nxtgrd" 
;# nomNXTGRDFileName is defined as the path and name of the StarRc  
;# .nxtgrd file used for the nominal timing corner 
define nomNXTGRDFileName "t013s6ml_fsg_rc_typ.nxtgrd" 
;# define GDSTYPE_MAP_FILE as the gds2Arcs.map file. 
define GDSTYPE_MAP_FILE "./MAP/gds2Arcs.map" 
;# define GDSINLAYER_MAP_FILE as the gds input layer mapping file. 
define GDSINLAYER_MAP_FILE "./MAP/gdsInLayer.map" 
;# define GDSFILEDIR as the directory where the .gds files are 
define GDSFILEDIR "./GDS" 
;# define GDSFILEEXT as the file extension for all gdsii files 
define GDSFILEEXT "gds" 
 
 
;########################################################################### 
;# Script run configuration 
;########################################################################### 
;# define runCreateWBModels as "true" to create white box models.   
;# Define it as "false" to prevent the flow from creating white box  
;# models. 
define runCreateWBModels "false" 
;# define the metal text layers from the gdsii, example below from  
;# Virage/TSMC 0.13um 
define m1Text "131" 
define m2Text "132" 
define m3Text "133" 
define m4Text "134" 
define m5Text "135" 
define m6Text "136" 
;# define pwrNet as the name of the power net inside the macros for  
;# which white box models are being created 
define pwrNet "VDD" 
;# define gndNet as the name of the ground net inside the macros for  
;# which white box models are being created 
define gndNet "VSS" 
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;########################################################################### 
;# outputs 
;########################################################################### 
;# define reportDir as the name of the directory into which the  
;# reports are to be written.  If this directory does not exist, the  
;# flow will create it. 
define reportDir "Reports" 
 
10.2 Example cell.list file - reference library preparation 
 
This file is a simple keyed list having the following format: 
 

<cell_name> <descriptor> 
 
where, 
 

<cell_name> is the name of the macro or the base name of the .lef/.lib for the standard 
cell library. 

 
and 'descriptor' can take on the following values: 

std_cell  - used for the std cell .lef/.lib base name 
hard_macro - used for rams or hard macros 
soft_macro - used for soft macros 
noCLF  - used for macros for which there is no .lib description to create the clf. 
other - any other macro.  Internal to this flow scripts, this is not differentiated  

 from hard_macro. 
comments - line must begin with #. 
 

 
An example with comments is shown below: 
 
# The standard cell library information is contained in a LEF file named 
# ts13ugfsdus.lef (standard name from Virage).  The digital pad cell physical  
# information is contained in tpz013g3.lef.  Special SSTL2 pad information is 
# contained in tpd013g3.lef.  Additional analog-only pad cells are in a LEF 
# file named tpz013g3_analog.lef.  An analog hard macro called clock_top 
# contains the PLL and other clock-related cells and is found in a file named 
# clock_top.lef.  The USB phy has no .lib information associated with it, so it 
# gets the “noCLF” hash key (augLibCompiler will not be invoked for this cell). 
# The remaining cells are Virage-supplied memory macros which will be converted 
# into white-box models 
# NOTE: No soft_macro items are in this list as it is used only for reference 
# library preparation 
ts13ugfsdus std_cell 
tpz013g3 other 
tpd013g3_sstl2 other 
tpz013g3_analog other 
clock_top other 
single_port_phy noCLF 
hdsg1_128x22cm4sw0 hard_macro 
hdsg1_128x32cm4sw1 hard_macro 
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10.3 Example userFlowVars.scm file - design library preparation and analysis 
 
;########################################################################### 
;# variables 
;########################################################################### 
;# define top level design name 
define moduleName "dzz_pads" 
;# define the power net name in the top design 
define netNamePWR "VDD" 
;# define the ground net name in the top design 
define netNameGND "VSS" 
;# define the voltage at which to run power, em and ir analysis 
define analysisVoltage 1.20 
;# create a list of power net name and voltage pairs.  The voltages are not  
;# required to be the same for each power net. 
define powerNetVoltage (list 
  (list netNamePWR analysisVoltage) 
  (list "VDD_charge_pump" analysisVoltage) 
) 
;# powerPadList is a list of pad "masters" which is passed to the  
;# hilitePowerPads-by-list utility (highlights VDD/PWR pads in red and 
;# VSS/GND pads in blue) 
define powerPadList (list 
  "PVDDC" 
  "PVDDR" 
  "PVSSC" 
  "PVSSR" 
) 
;# define the library to use for power analysis. 
define generalPowerLibOpCond "nom" ;# options=("max","nom","min") 
 
;########################################################################### 
;# inputs 
;########################################################################### 
;# tech file written from libPrep step 
define techFile "./reflib/cellRefLib.tf" 
;# ref libs written from libPrep.  Put in a list since you can have more than 
;# one. 
define refLibs (list 
  "./reflib/cellRefLib" 
) 
;# list of cells in the design, usually soft macros and top design 
define cellListFile "cell.list" 
;# directory with rail analysis flow information (see above) 
define railDir "./railinput" 
;# directory with flow scripts (see above) 
define scriptsDir "./Scripts" 
;# directory with clock constraint files (see above) 
define constraintsDir "./constraints" 
;# signal spef, the same that is used for STA.  This variable is only used if  
;# you are reading in spef for parasitics (useSPEFIn set to true and lpeMode  
;# is set to 1). 
define spefIn "" 
;# pg spef, only has power an ground nets.  This variable is only used if you  
;# are reading in spef for parasitics (useSPEFIn set to true and lpeMode is  
;# set to 1). 
define pgSpefIn "" 
 
;########################################################################### 
;# constraints 
;########################################################################### 
;# file with power pad names and resistances.  this file must be in railDir. 
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define railPadFile "powerPads.tdf" 
;# tap file in railDir.  This variable is only used if you are reading in a  
;# tap file (useTapFile set to true) 
define tapFile (string-append moduleName "_pg_taps.tdf") 
;# saif file.  This variable is only used when netSwitchingType is set to  
;# saif. 
define saifFile (string-append moduleName ".backward.saif") 
;# net switching file for clock based net switching activity.  This variable  
;# is only used when netSwitchingType is set to byclock 
define netSwitchingFile (string "netSwitching." moduleName ".scm") 
;# file with power information for macros.  This variable is only used if  
;# useInstPowerFile is set to true 
define instancePowerFile (string "inst_power." moduleName ".scm") 
 
;############################################################################ 
;# Script run configuration 
;############################################################################ 
;# NOTE: Change mode below to "auto" or "realrc" if you want to input a 
;# detail-routed design 
define extractionMode "virtualrc"  ;# options=("auto","virtualrc","realrc") 
;# define capacitance models for analysis.  The tlu models are created in the  
;# libPrep step above.  Tluplus models are created using StarRCXT 
define capModel "tlu"              ;# options=("tlu", "tluplus") 
;# set hierMode to top for top level chip analysis or block for subchip  
;# analysis 
define hierMode "top"              ;# options=("block","top") 
define enableVerbose 0             ;# set to '1' for power info in logfile 
define netSwitchingType "generic"  ;# options=("by_clock","generic","saif", 
                                   ;# “other”) 
define useTapFile "true"           ;# options=("true","false") 
define overrideMaxCurrentDensity "false" ;# options=("true","false") 
define maxMetalLevel "6"           ;# options=("6","7","8") 
define useInstPowerFile "true"     ;# options=("true","false") 
define lpeMode "0"                 ;# timing setup lpe mode (1=use para view,              
                                   ;# 0=use astrorail extraction) 
define useSPEFIn "false"           ;# true: use spef, false: don't use spef 
define useUserStdCellPower "false" ;# true: use power defined in 
                                   ;# userStdCellPower variable 
                                   ;# false: do not use user power 
define userStdCellPower 923.5      ;# standard cell power number in mW 
define runIRDropAnalysis "true"    ;# true:  run IR drop analysis. 
                                   ;# false: don’t run IR drop analysis. 
define runEMAnalysis "true"        ;# true:  run EM analysis. 
                                   ;# false:  don’t run EM analysis. 
 
;############################################################################ 
;# Operating conditions 
;############################################################################ 
define maxTemp "125" 
define nomTemp "25" 
define minTemp "-40" 
define timingSetupOperatingConditions "nom" ;# options=("max","nom","min") 
 
;############################################################################ 
;# Process-related variables (for EM analysis) 
;# These are used ONLY when the run-configuration override variable, 
;# overrideMaxCurrentDensity, is defined as "true".  NOTE: units for 
;# metals (lineal) are A/cm and units for vias and contacts (areal) 
;# are A/cm^2 
;############################################################################ 
define mcd_metal1 "14.300" 
define mcd_metal2 "19.300" 
define mcd_metal3 "19.300" 
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define mcd_metal4 "19.300" 
define mcd_metal5 "19.300" 
define mcd_metal6 "49.500"; # for m06 process,        use higher mcd value 
define mcd_metal7 "14.300"; # for m07 process,        use higher mcd value 
define mcd_metal8 "49.500"; # for m08 process, always use higher mcd value 
define mcd_via12  "699219" 
define mcd_via23  "551247" 
define mcd_via34  "551247" 
define mcd_via45  "551247" 
define mcd_via56  "550154"; # for m06 process,        use lower  mcd value 
define mcd_via67  "551247"; # for m07 process,        use lower  mcd value 
define mcd_via78  "550154"; # for m08 process, always use lower  mcd value 
 
;############################################################################ 
;# intermediate outputs 
;############################################################################ 
define powerSupplyFile "./railinput/powersupply.tdf" 
 
;############################################################################ 
;# check outputs 
;############################################################################ 
define netSwitchingDumpFile "netSwitching_check.scm" 
define powerDumpFile "inst_power_dump.scm"  
define constraintDumpFile "constraints_dump.sdc" 
 
;############################################################################ 
;# outputs 
;############################################################################ 
;# Milkyway design library name 
define libraryName "design" 
;# output report directory 
define reportDir "./Reports" 
 
10.4 Example cell.list file - design library preparation and analysis 
 
This file is a simple keyed list having the following format: 
 

<cell_name> <descriptor> 
 
where, 
 

<cell_name> is the name of the macro or the base name of the .lef/.lib for the standard 
cell library. 

 
and 'descriptor' can take on the following values: 

std_cell  - used for the std cell .lef/.lib base name 
hard_macro - used for rams or hard macros 
soft_macro - used for soft macros 
noCLF  - used for macros for which there is no .lib description to create the clf. 

 
 
An example with comments is shown below: 
 
# The design below is named "toplevel" and has three hierarchical soft macros 
# named "hcell_1", "hcell_2", and "hcell_3" 
toplevel soft_macro 
hcell_1 soft_macro 
hcell_2 soft_macro 
hcell_3 soft_macro 
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10.5 Suggested directory structure for reference library preparation 
 
<proj> -- libCreate -----+-- LEF         -> library exchange files 
                         |    
                         +-- MAP         -> layer mapping files 
                         | 
                         +-- GDS         -> links to .gds2 
                         |    
                         +-- LIB         -> Synopsys .lib files (links) 
                         |    
                         +-- CLF         -> .lib to .clf output files 
                         |    
                         +-- cellRefLib  -> main reference library                     
                         | 
                         +-- Scripts     -> All .cmd run scripts 
                         | 
                         +-- LOG         -> AstroRail .log files 
                         | 
                         +-- CMD         -> AstroRail .cmd replay files 
 
10.6 Suggested directory structure for design library preparation 
 
<proj> -- AstroRail_v2 --+-- DEF         -> top and module design files 
                         | 
                         +-- railinput   -> net switching information 
                         |    
                         +-- constraints -> net switching information 
                         |    
                         +-- design      -> main design library 
                         |    
                         +-- Reports     -> Script run output files 
                         | 
                         +-- Scripts     -> All .cmd run scripts 
                         | 
                         +-- LOG         -> AstroRail .log files 
                         | 
                         +-- CMD         -> AstroRail .cmd replay files 
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10.7 Reference Library Preparation Flow 

 
Figure 6 – The libPrep.cmd script flow 

Convert the following to Milkyway db: 
Item Input format  
Library cells LEF 
Pads/hard-macros GDSII 

Enter from file and 
directory setup 

[Optional] Create White-Box Models 
for hard-macros

Create CLF (Cell Library Format) files

Load power (.PWR) and timing (.TIM) 
views

Open library, create TLU cap models 
and cap tables

Purge .PARA views, set capacitance 
extraction parameters and operating 

conditions

Save Cell, exit to Design Library 
Preparation using 
dataPrep.cmd 
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10.8 Design Library Preparation Flow 

 
Figure 7 – The dataPrep.cmd script flow 

Convert the following to Milkyway db: 
Item Input format  
Library cells LEF 
Top-level DEF 
soft-macros DEF 
other cells DEF 

Enter from reference 
library preparation using 

libPrep.cmd 

Purge existing .PARA views 

Save Cell, exit to Power Analysis 
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10.9 Power Analysis Flow 
 

 
Figure 8 – The analyzePower.cmd script flow  

 

Data Prep complete 
[white-box models 
optional] complete

Purge power information, load power 
supply settings

Read in net switching activity 
- VCD 
- SAIF 
- Statistical estimations 

Create virtual clock

Save net switching information in 
scheme format (for verification)

Perform power analysis

Save instance power information in 
scheme format (reads in fast next time)

Save Cell and exit to P/G net 
extraction step 

Load clock 
constraints (SDC)

Set capacitance extraction parameters 
and operating conditions

“by_clock” “generic”
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10.10 P/G Resistance Matrix Extraction Flow 
 

 
Figure 9 – The extractPG.scm script flow 

 

Purge existing top-level extraction 
result (keep white-box models)

White-box models 
complete, power analysis 

complete

Extract P/G net information (both 
VDD and VSS)

Set capacitance extraction parameters 
and operating conditions

.PARA view created, no need to 
Save Cell.  Exit to IR drop and 

EM analysis step
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10.11 The IR Drop Analysis Flow 

 
Figure 10 – The irDrop.cmd script flow in “IR Analysis Mode” 

Perform rail analysis for both VDD and 
VSS

Dump set_rail_voltage 
commands (instance-specific supply 

information) for PT/PT-SI 

Save Cell and exit to STA with 
Primetime-SITM 

White-box models complete 
[optional], power analysis 

complete, P/G net parasitics 
extraction complete 

Display voltage-drop maps (voltage-
drop voltage-rise)
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Figure 11 – The irDrop.cmd script flow in “EM Analysis Mode” 

 
10.12 Utility Scripts 
 
The following scripts will be published on SolvNet pending approval of Thomson, Inc. and 
Synopsys, Inc. Media Relations: 
 

• Set via enclosure rules in Milkyway technology file using fix_tf_vias.pl 
• Check DEF incoming quality using check_def.pl 
• Annotate DEF with proper POWER and GROUND attributes using fixdef.pl  

 

Perform rail analysis for both VDD and 
VSS

Dump set_rail_voltage 
commands (instance-specific supply 

information) for PT/PT-SI 

Exit to “Interactive” mode 

White-box models complete 
[optional], power analysis 

complete, P/G net parasitics 
extraction complete 

[Optional] Initialize Electromigration 
“J” (current density) parameters

Report Electromigration violations, 
create error cells for EM diagnosis

Display Electromigration map for VDD 
and VSS


